
 

 

 

REPORT ON RUN 417 ON 3
rd

 APRIL 2022 
 

Early April and Spring has arrived, time to cast of the shackles of winter – none more so than Daystripper 

returning to action after a few months-long layoff.   The weather was sunny but still with a bit of nip, the 

ground conditions dry and sandy.  We were after all at Thursley Common, home to some of rarest species 

known to man/womankind not to mention the expanse of wild heather, still asleep at this time. 

After a succinct briefing from Forkin’ Wisperer, the pack of 13(!) sauntered off, the luminous trail first 

skirting around the perimeter of the Common.  Amongst us also was guest runner, Gaynor, aka Nappy-

rash (don’t ask!) plus her aged greyhound from the splendidly-named Haunch of Venison Hash near 

Ringwood. The first checkpoint soon emerged with yours truly being suckered into turning right upon the 

hare’s call “Nobody’s gone down there yet”. 100 yards on the dreaded three dots appeared – at my age I 

should have known better. 

Indeed the hare’s carefully constructed checkpoints were a feature throughout as the trail followed a soft 

sandy and lengthy path into more wooded territory.  Both Whippet and Nutbush took turns in showing a 

clean pair of heels in front running with the rest of the pack struggling to keep up.  No matter a couple of 

“hold checkpoints” brought everyone together, on one occasion so that we could venture on to boardwalk  

(or in our case “board-run”) over the notorious bog, which has claimed many a gnarled-old hasher in 

years gone by, to pose for an action(!!) photograph. 

On, on we gamely went finally back to the start point after some further tricky twists and turns, the 

overall length clocked at 6.2 kms (4 miles app. then for those still using Imperial). Repairing to the nearby 

Three Horseshoes hostelry the hare then performed a further trick by unveiling a scrummy chocolate cake 

for the pack to ingest in honour of  Nutbush’s birthday (gets younger every day).  And not just one 

birthday to celebrate but two as the Ayatollah, arriving for the warm-down, announced it was also H3’s 

35th birthday since its first run in April 1987.   

So cheers to Nutbush, H3 and of course Forkin’ Wisperer, for setting us up nicely on the day.       

Doug ‘Marathow’ Thow 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 


